To ensure that your child understands the commitment necessary to gain the most benefit from the music lessons, we ask that you and your child read and discuss the ‘Pupil Contract’ below to avoid any misunderstandings.

**Contract for ____________________ Homegroup __________________**

I understand that while the instrument is in my child’s care, I will be responsible for its safe keeping. This may involve it being included in our personal home contents insurance, to cover replacement of the instrument, after theft from our place of residence.

The instrument on loan to your child is a ____________________________

Serial number _________________ (asset number)________________________

I have discussed the contract with my child and I am sure he/she understands what is involved. I also agree to the following conditions:

- The cost for the program for 2017 will be:
  - $840.00 including instrument hire ($210 per Term)
  - $780 with own instrument ($195 per Term)
  - $720 concession card holders ($180 per Term)
- I am also aware my child may be excluded from the program if I do not make these payments.
- I understand that there will be a further cost if my child undertakes the AMEB music examinations (organised by the individual Music Teacher and parents).

Signature of Parent: __________________________________ Date: __________

**Pupil Contract**  I understand that involvement in the ‘Instrumental Music Program’ means:

1. I must take good care of the instrument at all times.
2. I must remember to bring my instrument and music in a plastic display book to all lessons.
3. I must practise as often as my Music teacher advises.
4. I must not let anyone else play or handle the instrument.
5. If my instrument is damaged or not working, I must return it immediately to the Music Liaison Teacher. **(Please do not attempt to repair the instrument yourself)**
6. I will be available with my instrument for performances when required by the school.

Signature of Pupil: __________________________________ Date: __________

Music Liaison Teacher____________________